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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a smoke de-
tector that optically detects a contaminant such as smoke
caused by fire and floating in the air, and detects the fire.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] A smoke detector is used for preventing fire or
as a detecting system at a time of generation of the smoke
or in a semiconductor manufacturing plant or a food fac-
tory requiring a certain level of environmental conserva-
tion.
[0003] The conventional smoke detector includes a
smoke detection part connected to a sampling pipe, a
fan that sucks sampling air into the sampling pipe, and
a wind velocity sensor that measures a wind velocity of
the sampling air within the sampling pipe (for example,
refer to JP 3714926 B).
[0004] In the smoke detector, the sampling air flowing
within the sampling pipe is partially introduced into the
smoke detection part, and smoke detection is executed
by a smoke sensor of the smoke detection part. After
that, the sampling air is returned into the sampling air
pipe. At this time, the fan is controlled on the basis of the
air velocity measured by the air velocity sensor, and so
controlled as to supply the sampling air as designed to
the smoke detection part.
[0005] Further, the conventional smoke detector in-
cludes a smoke detection part having an inflow port and
an outflow port, a sampling pipe disposed in a monitor
space, an airflow pipe in which the sampling air flows, an
intake side flow path branch part disposed in the airflow
pipe and coupled to the inflow port of the smoke detection
part, and a filter disposed between the inflow port and
the intake side flow path branch part (for example, refer
to JP 2000-509535 A).
[0006] In the smoke detector, a part of the sampling
air flowing within the airflow pipe is introduced from an
inlet of the intake side flow path branch part, and supplied
to the smoke detection part after dust or the like are re-
moved by the filter. Then, after smoke detection is exe-
cuted by the smoke sensor of the smoke detection part,
the sampling air is returned into the airflow pipe from the
outflow port through an exhaust side flow path merging
part.
[0007] As illustrated in Fig. 4, a fan 2 is incorporated
into a sampling pipe 1, and an opening part 3 that sucks
sampling air SA is defined at one end thereof.
[0008] When the fan (blower fan) 2 is used with a high
air volume, an opening part 3a (sampling air intake) is
opened large as indicated by a phantom chain line, and
no disturbance of airflow which induces a reverse flow in
a primary side pipe of the fan occurs in the vicinity of a

suction port 4 of the fan 2.
[0009] However, when the opening part 3a is made
smaller to reduce the suction air volume, the disturbance
of airflow occurs within the primary side pipe of the fan
due to rotation of rotor blades within the fan 2, and the
reverse flow starts.
[0010] When the opening part 3a is further made as
small as the opening part 3 indicated by a phantom solid
line to further reduce the suction air volume, a reverse
flow L circulates within the sampling pipe 1 due to the
disturbance of air flow from the fan 2, and passes through
an air velocity sensor 5. This makes the flow unstable in
the vicinity of the air velocity sensor 5, and hence the air
velocity cannot be precisely measured.
[0011] Therefore, in order to solve the above-men-
tioned problem, it is conceivable to sufficiently separate
the air velocity sensor 5 apart from the fan 2 so as to
avoid an influence of the reverse flow L, which is however
not preferable since the smoke detector is upsized.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] In view of the above-mentioned circumstance,
a first object of the present invention is to enable the air
velocity of the sampling air to be precisely measured.
[0013] Further, in the conventional example, a part of
the sampling air containing dust or the like is directly in-
troduced into the airflow pipe, and passes through the
filter, and hence there is a case in which a large amount
of dust or the like is deposited on the filter, or the filter is
clogged with the dust. For that reason, the filter must be
frequently cleaned or replaced, and hence it takes much
time and expense to conduct maintenance work of the
filter.
[0014] In view of the above-mentioned circumstance,
a second object of the present invention is to reduce the
amount of foreign matter such as dust which is sucked
from an intake port of the intake side flow path branch
part.
[0015] In the conventional smoke detection system, an
inlet manifold is connected to the suction port of the fan.
The fan sucks air into the inlet manifold through a pipe.
Air from the outlet of the fan is exhausted directly to the
atmosphere or to an exhaust pipe through an exhaust
line except for a very small portion used for the purpose
of sampling in the entire air flow that flows through the fan.
[0016] Then, a part of flow used for the purpose of sam-
pling passes through the filter and enters the inlet of a
detection chamber of the smoke detector. The outlet of
the detection chamber is connected to the inlet manifold.
However, the opening of the connection portion has been
small, and the pressure loss of a flow at the branch part
for sampling has been large.
[0017] In view of the above-mentioned circumstances,
a third object of the present invention is to enable the
pressure loss of the flow at the branch part having the
smoke detection part to be reduced, and the sampling
air flow exhausted from the smoke detection part and the
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sampling air flow in the airflow pipe which is sucked by
the fan to be stably merged.
[0018] According to the present invention, a smoke de-
tector includes the features of Claim 1 or Claim 2. Pre-
ferred features of this aspect of the invention are set out
in Claim 3.
[0019] The document JP2007272582 A discloses a
smoke detector according to the preambles of claims 1
and 2.
[0020] According to embodiments of the present inven-
tion, the intake port of the intake side flow path branch
part is directed in the same flow direction of the sampling
air that flows in the airflow pipe. For example, particles
heavier than smoke particles, such as dust, are advanced
downstream in the vicinity of the intake port due to an
inertia force in a flow direction of the sampling air because
the flow direction cannot be changed rapidly. For that
reason, the dust or the like, sucked mixedly with the sam-
pling air, which is sucked from the intake port is very small
in amount, and hence it is possible to remarkably reduce
the number of cleaning or exchanging of the filter as com-
pared with that in the conventional art.
[0021] With the present invention being configured as
described above, a part of the sampling air flowing in the
airflow pipe is introduced into the smoke detection part
due to a pressure difference occurring between the flow
path branch part and the flow path merging part, and
returns to the airflow pipe from the flow path merging part
through the smoke detection part.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] In the accompanying drawings:

Fig. 1 is an enlarged perspective view illustrating a
first smoke detector;

Fig. 2 is a configuration diagram illustrating the
smoke detector of Figure 1;

Fig. 3 is a plan view illustrating a second smoke de-
tector;

Fig. 4 is an enlarged perspective view illustrating a
conventional example of a smoke detector;

Fig. 5 is a plan view illustrating a first embodiment
of the present invention;

Fig. 6 is an enlarged cross-sectional view illustrating
a main portion of Fig. 5;

Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view of an intake side flow
path branch part 133 taken along a line

Fig. 8 is a front enlarged cross-sectional view illus-
trating a second embodiment of the present inven-
tion

Fig. 9 is an explanatory diagram illustrating a main
portion of a further disclosed smoke detector; and

Fig. 10A is a perspective view discloses a nozzle,
and Fig. 10B is a perspective view of an extended
nozzle of Fig. 10A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0023] A first smoke detector is described with refer-
ence to Figs. 1 and 2.
[0024] A smoke detector S includes a smoke detection
part 22 connected to a sampling pipe 11 through a pipe
20, a filter 23 disposed at an inflow port 22a side of the
smoke detection part 22, a fan (blower fan) 12 that sucks
sampling air SA into the sampling pipe 11, and an air
velocity sensor (flow sensor) 15 that measures an air
velocity of the sampling air SA within the sampling pipe
11.
[0025] The smoke detection part 22 is provided with a
light receiving element (smoke sensor) (not shown) such
as a light emitting element and a photodiode, a light trap
(not shown), a condenser lens (not shown), an aperture
(not shown), and so on.
[0026] Within an inflow part 40 having a substantially
box shape, and an intake port (not shown) for the sam-
pling air arranged at a side surface thereof and a suction
port 12a of the fan 12 arranged at a bottom surface there-
of, an airflow direction of the sampling air SA at a primary
side of the fan 12 is substantially orthogonal to an airflow
direction SB caused by the suction port 12a of the fan
12. A straightening vane 25 is disposed between the pri-
mary side (upstream side) of the fan 12 and the air ve-
locity sensor 15. The straightening vane 25 is formed into
a substantially rectangular configuration (for example,
about 50 mm in width and about 10 mm in height), and
disposed at an angle a(for example, about 90°) to the
bottom surface, and an angle 0 (for example, about 90°)
to the airflow direction of the sampling air SA. The inven-
tor of the present invention has conducted comparative
experiments between a case in which the straightening
vane 25 is disposed within the inflow part 40 as illustrated
in Fig. 1, and a case in which the straightening vane 25
is not disposed. Then, the inventor of the present inven-
tion has confirmed that, when the straightening vane 25
is arranged, outputs of the air velocity sensor 15 have a
proportional relationship from a low air volume to a high
air volume. That is, the straightening vane 25 is means
for preventing a reverse flow L occurring due to a reduc-
tion in the air volume sucked by the fan 12 from moving
to the air velocity sensor 15 side. The angles a and 0 of
the straightening vane 25 are set to be within a range of
about 45 to 90° according to the fan 12 in order to prevent
the reverse flow from the suction port 12a of the fan 12
from affecting the flow velocity measurement.
[0027] The configuration of the straightening vane 25
may be square or triangle other than substantially rec-
tangle, and its size or the like is appropriately selected
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in a range where the function thereof can be exerted.
[0028] Further, the straightening vane 25 may be dis-
posed on, for example, a ceiling surface or the like other
than the bottom surface, and also the straightening vanes
25 may be disposed at a plurality of locations on both of
the bottom surface and the ceiling surface. Further, the
air velocity sensor 15 and the suction port 12a can be
arranged immediately close to both sides of the straight-
ening vane 25 (for example, about 30 mm or lower), and
hence the inflow part 40 can be sufficiently downsized.
[0029] Next, the operation of the first smoke detector
is described.
[0030] When the fan 12 is driven, air in a monitor space
is sucked into the sampling pipe 11, and the sampling air
SA flows in the sampling pipe 11.
[0031] In this situation, after the air velocity thereof is
measured by the air velocity sensor 15, the sampling air
SA enters the fan 12 from the suction port 12a, and is
exhausted from an exhaust port 12b while circling. A part
of the sampling air SA passes through the pipe 20 and
the filter 23, and enters the smoke detection part 22.
Then, after smoke detection is executed by the smoke
sensor (not shown) in the smoke detection part 22, the
sampling air SA is returned to the sampling pipe 11.
[0032] When the suction air volume is small (at the time
of the low air velocity), the reverse flow L occurs because
the airflow in the pipe at the primary side of the fan 12 is
disturbed by rotation of rotor blades within the fan 12.
The reverse flow L is going to spread toward the upstream
side within the sampling pipe 11, but collides with the
straightening vane 25 because the straightening vane 25
is disposed on the upstream side. For that reason, the
reverse flow L cannot reach the vicinity of the air velocity
sensor 15, and hence no disturbance of the fluid flow
occurs in the vicinity of the air velocity sensor 15, and
the flow becomes stable, thereby enabling the air velocity
to be precisely detected. Accordingly, the fan 12 control-
led on the basis of the measurement value of the air ve-
locity sensor 15 can be precisely controlled, and hence
the sampling air as designed can be stably supplied to
the smoke detection part 22, thereby enabling smoke
detection high in precision. Further, the air velocity sen-
sor 15 and the suction port 12a can be disposed imme-
diately close to the straightening vane 25, thereby ena-
bling sufficient downsizing.
[0033] A second smoke detector is described with ref-
erence to Fig. 3, and the same reference symbols of
those of Figs. 1 and 2 are also identical in the name and
function.
[0034] A difference between the second smoke detec-
tor and the first smoke detector resides in that the
straightening vane 25 is rotatably supported on the bot-
tom surface or the ceiling surface of the inflow part 40 by
a support shaft p. With the above-mentioned configura-
tion, the straightening vane 25 can be set to the angle 0
having the most shielding effect with respect to the re-
verse flow L according to the rotation speed of the fan
12 or the output of the air velocity sensor 15, and hence

smoke detection with high precision can be executed
even when the air velocity frequently varies.
[0035] A first embodiment according to the invention
is described with reference to Figs. 5 and 6.
[0036] As illustrated in Fig. 5, a smoke detector 101
includes a smoke detection unit 102 having a dark box
121, a fan 103 that feeds air (sampling air) SA to be de-
tected to the smoke detection unit 102, a pipe 104 serving
as an air passage, a light emitting element 111 disposed
within the smoke detection unit 102, a light receiving el-
ement 112 such as a photodiode, an air flow sensor 113
that measures the flow rate of the air and the fan 103, a
power supply part 114 that supplies a power to the air
flow sensor 113, and a fire determination part 115 con-
nected to the light receiving element 112.
[0037] A smoke detection part 125 is disposed in the
center of the dark box 121 of the smoke detection unit
102, and the sampling air SA that has passed through
the pipe 104 and filtered by the filter 105 is introduced
into the smoke detection part 125. Reference numeral
123 denotes a light trap disposed in a light shielding part
122, reference numeral 124 denotes a condenser lens,
and reference numeral 126 denotes an aperture.
[0038] The fire determination part 115 includes an am-
plifier circuit that amplifies an output signal S of the light
receiving element 112, an A/D converter that converts a
level of the amplifier circuit into a detection level, a com-
parator circuit that determines that fire occurs when the
detection level becomes equal to or higher than a pre-
determined threshold value, and so on. The comprehen-
sive control is executed by a CPU.
[0039] A diffuser part 120 is disposed at the secondary
side of the fan 103 in an airflow pipe P. The diffuser part
120 spreads toward the downstream side. For example,
the diffuser part 120 is of a divergent pipe (diffuser) form-
ing substantially a cone such as a circular cone, an ex-
haust side flow path merging part 132 is disposed at a
base end part 120a side, and an intake side flow path
branch part 133 is disposed at a leading end part 120b
side.
[0040] An intake port 133a of the intake side flow path
branch part 133 is formed at the leading end part of a
projection pipe 133P bent in an L-shape, and the leading
end part of the projection pipe 133p is directed in the
same flow direction C of the sampling air SA flowing in
the airflow pipe P (is directed downstream). Further, an
exhaust port 132a of the exhaust side flow path merging
part 132 is formed at a leading end part of a projection
pipe 132P bent in an L-shape, and the leading end part
of the projection pipe 132p is directed in the same flow
direction C of the sampling air SA flowing in the airflow
pipe P (is directed downstream) Accordingly, the intake
port 133a and the exhaust port 132a are directed in the
same direction.
[0041] At the secondary side of the fan 103, the dark
box 121 of the smoke detection unit 102 is provided, and
an inflow port 133c of the smoke detection part 125 in
the dark box 121 is connected to the intake port 133a of
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the intake side flow path branch part 133 through the filter
105, and an outflow port 132c thereof is connected to the
exhaust port 132a of the exhaust side flow path merging
part 132.
[0042] Next, the operation of a first embodiment of the
invention is described.
[0043] When the fan 103 is driven, air A in the monitor
space is sucked into the airflow pipe P through the sam-
pling pipe (not shown), and then exhausted through the
diffuser part 120. However, in this situation, the flow ve-
locity in the exhaust side flow path merging part 132 with-
in the diffuser part 120 is different from the flow velocity
in the intake side flow path branch part 133 thereof, and
thus a pressure difference between both of those parts
occurs.
[0044] Due to the occurrence of the pressure differ-
ence, smoke particles contained in the sampling air SA
flowing in the diffuser part 120 are sucked from the intake
port 133a of the intake side flow path branch part 133,
and pass through the filter 105 and enter the inflow port
133c of the smoke detection part 125. The smoke parti-
cles are then irradiated with a laser beam of the light
emitting element 111 and advance within the smoke de-
tection part 125 while generating a scattered light, pass
through the exhaust port 132a of the exhaust side flow
path merging part 132 from the outflow port 132c, and
are returned to the interior of the diffuser part 120.
[0045] Powder dust or the like F is contained in the
sampling air SA flowing in the airflow pipe P, but the pow-
der dust or the like F is heavier than the smoke particles,
and hence the powder dust or the like F flows down with
a large inertia force in a current direction. For that reason,
the powder dust or the like F advances downstream with-
in the airflow pipe 4, unlike the light smoke particles mixed
with the sampling air SA sucked into the intake port 133a,
and hence the sampling air SA that is not or hardly mixed
with the powder dust or the like F can be introduced from
the intake port 133a. Accordingly, the powder dust or the
like F deposited on the filter 105 is remarkably reduced
as compared with the conventional example, and hence
it is possible to reduce the number of cleaning or ex-
changing the filter.
[0046] Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view of the intake side
flow path branch part 133 taken along a line
[0047] The projection pipe P of the intake side flow
path branch part 133 is formed in an L-shape, and the
intake port 133a disposed at the leading end part thereof
is directed downstream. The leading end part is not ex-
actly opposite to the flow direction C of the sampling air
SA (identical in axial center with the flow direction C), but
is inclined by an angle a, for example, 10°. The angle a
is a foreign matter entrance prevention angle which is
capable of preventing the foreign matter such as the pow-
der dust or the like F from being mixed together, and is
appropriately selected within a range of angles (3 and y,
for example, a range of 0 (identical with the above-men-
tioned direction C) to 45°.
[0048] A second embodiment of the invention is de-

scribed with reference to Fig. 8. The same reference sym-
bols as those of Figs. 6 and 7 are also identical in name
and function.
[0049] Differences between the second embodiment
and the first embodiment are stated below.

(1) As pressure difference generating means, the
diffuser part 120 is replaced with an orifice 136. The
orifice 136 is disposed between the intake side flow
path branch part 133 and the exhaust side flow path
merging path 132 of the airflow pipe P.
(2) The intake side flow path branch part 133 is dis-
posed not downstream of the exhaust side flow path
merging path 132, but upstream thereof.

[0050] In the second embodiment, it is difficult to
change the flow direction of the powder dust or the like
F from the main flow to the opposite direction due to the
inertia force thereof. For that reason, the mixture of the
powder dust or the like F into the intake port 133a is
reduced, and hence the filter lifetime can be extended
as compared with the conventional example, and false
detection of the fire determination part due to the powder
dust or the like F is also reduced.
[0051] A further smoke detector is herein disclosed and
described with reference to the drawings on the basis of
a reference example.
[0052] Fig. 9 illustrates a smoke detector according to
the reference example mentioned above, in which a
smoke detector 201 is designed such that an airflow pipe
202 is connected to a sampling pipe arranged in a monitor
space (not shown), a fan 203 (for example, blower fan)
that sucks and exhausts contaminated air in the monitor
space as the sampling air A is disposed to the upstream
part (primary side) of the airflow pipe 202, and a flow path
branch part 205 that allows a part of the sampling air A
exhausted from the fan 203, that is, the sampling air SA
to be detected, to flow into the smoke detection part 204
is formed in the downstream part (secondary side) of the
airflow pipe 202.
[0053] The flow path branch part 205 is connected with
a sampling air inflow pipe 206 that circulates the sampling
air SA to be detected, and one end of the sampling air
inflow pipe 206 is connected to an inflow port 208 of a
smoke detection part 204 for the sampling air SA, which
includes a filter 207 and a smoke detection unit made up
of optical smoke detecting means having a light emitting
element (not shown) and a light receiving element (not
shown), air flow rate measuring means, and so on.
[0054] On the other hand, an outflow port 209 of the
smoke detection part 204 for the sampling air SA is con-
nected with one end of a sampling air exhaust pipe 210,
and a flow path merging part at another end of the sam-
pling air exhaust pipe 210 (for the sampling air which has
passed through the smoke detection part 204) is con-
nected to a vent hole 203a that is lower in pressure than
the flow path branch part immediately close to the pe-
ripheral edge of the rotor blades of the fan 203.
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[0055] A flow path merging part 211 includes the vent
hole 203a of the fan 203 which has an opening larger
than that of the sampling air exhaust pipe 210, and a
nozzle 212 having one end connected to the sampling
air exhaust pipe 210, and another end with substantially
the same opening as that of the vent hole 203a of the
fan 203 and capable of spraying the sampling air SA with
a flow that substantially uniformly spreads toward the
vent hole 203a of the fan 203.
[0056] With the above-mentioned configuration, we
disclose that it is possible to reduce the pressure loss of
a flow in the branch part including the smoke detection
part 204, and to stably merge together the sampling air
flow exhausted from the smoke detection part 204 and
the sampling air flow of the airflow pipe 202, which is
sucked by the fan 203.
[0057] Further, an example of the nozzle 212 is de-
scribed and disclosed with reference to Figs. 10A and
10B. At an opening end forming the flow path merging
part 211 disposed at the another end of the sampling air
exhaust pipe 210 (for the sampling air which has passed
through the smoke detection part 204) is disposed an
outer cylinder 213 having substantially the same opening
W1 as the opening diameter of the vent hole 203a of the
fan 203. The outer cylinder 213 is configured to be ex-
tendable as illustrated in Fig. 10B, whereby the size of
the injection port of the nozzle 212 can be adjusted to an
opening W2 larger than the opening of the vent hole 203a
of the fan 203.
[0058] In order to supply a stable and substantially uni-
form flow to the vent hole 203a, the leading end of the
nozzle 212 may be configured to be gradually spread.
[0059] In this example, an inner cylinder 214 extend-
able laterally may be incorporated into the outer cylinder
213, and a clamp 215 such as a rivet is inserted into a
clamp hole 216, thereby making it possible to provide a
given width for the opening W1 or W2.
[0060] The extendable nozzle is not limited to the
above-mentioned example.
[0061] In Fig. 9, reference symbol P1 denotes an air
inflow port, and reference symbol P2 denotes an air ex-
haust port.

Claims

1. A smoke detector (101), comprising:

a smoke detection part (102) having an inflow
port (133c) and an outflow port (132c);
an airflow pipe (P) coupled with a sampling pipe
disposed in a monitor space, and in which sam-
pling air (SA) is sucked by a fan (103);
upstream connected to the inflow port (133c) is
an air filter (105), an inflow pipe (133), and an
intake port (133a), that feeds a portion of the
sampling air (SA) into the inflow pipe (133);
downstream connected to the outflow port

(132c) is an exhaust pipe (132) and an exhaust
port (132a), that returns the air exhausted from
the outflow port (132c) to the airflow pipe (P);
characterised in that:

the airflow pipe (P) comprises a diffuser part
(120) forming a cone that spreads toward
the downstream side, the intake port (133a)
is disposed in the diffuser part (120) near
the bigger section of the cone; the outflow
port (132a) is disposed in the diffuser part
(120) near the smaller section of the cone;
the inflow pipe (133) and the intake port
(133a) are connected in L-shape form, the
exhaust pipe (132) and the exhaust port
(132a) are connected in L-shape form, and
the intake port (133a) and the exhaust port
(132a) are directed downstream so that the
portion of the sampling air (SA) fed into the
inflow pipe (133) through the intake port
(133a) must change flow direction with re-
spect to the main flow direction (C) in the
diffuser part (120).

2. A smoke detector (101), comprising:

a smoke detection part (102) having an inflow
port (133c) and an outflow port (132c);
an airflow pipe (P) coupled with a sampling pipe
disposed in a monitor space, and in which sam-
pling air (SA) is sucked by a fan (103);
upstream connected to the inflow port (133c) is
an air filter (105), an inflow pipe (133), and an
intake port (133a), that feeds a portion of the
sampling air (SA) into the inflow pipe (133);
downstream connected to the outflow port
(132c) is an exhaust pipe (132) and an exhaust
port (132a), that returns the air exhausted from
the outflow port (132c) to the airflow pipe (P);
characterised in that:

the airflow pipe (P) is provided with an orifice
(136) that partitions the airflow pipe (P) into
an upstream part and a downstream part,
wherein the intake port (133a) is disposed
in the airflow pipe (P) upstream the orifice
(36) and the exhaust port (132a) is disposed
in the airflow pipe (P) downstream the orifice
(36);
the inflow pipe (133) and the intake port
(133a) are connected in L-shape form, the
exhaust pipe (132) and the exhaust port
(132a) are connected in L-shape form, and
the intake port (133a) and the exhaust port
(132a) are directed downstream so that the
portion of the sampling air (SA) fed into the
inflow pipe (133) through the intake port
(133a) must change flow direction with re-
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spect to the main flow direction (C) in the
airflow pipe(P).

3. A smoke detector according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the intake port (133a) is directed in the same flow
direction (C) of the sampling air (SA) in a range of 0
to 45°.

Patentansprüche

1. Rauchdetektor (101), der aufweist:

ein Rauchmeldeteil (102) mit einer Einströmöff-
nung (133c) und einer Ausströmöffnung (132c);
ein Luftströmungsrohr (P), das mit einem in ei-
nem Überwachungsraum angeordneten Probe-
nahmerohr verbunden ist, und in das eine Luft-
probe (SA) von einem Lüfter (103) angesaugt
wird;
einen mit der Einströmöffnung (133c) stromauf-
wärts verbundenen Luftfilter (105), ein Ein-
strömrohr (133) und eine Einlassöffnung (133a),
die einen Teil der Luftprobe (SA) in das Ein-
strömrohr (133) zuführt;
ein mit der Ausströmöffnung (132c) stromab-
wärts verbundenes Austrittsrohr (132) und eine
Austrittsöffnung (132a), die die aus der Aus-
strömöffnung (132c) ausgetretene Luft zum
Luftströmungsrohr (P) zurückführt;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

das Luftströmungsrohr (P) ein Diffusorteil
(120) aufweist, das einen Kegel bildet, der
sich in Richtung der stromabwärts gelege-
nen Seite verbreitert, wobei die Einlassöff-
nung (133a) im Diffusorteil (120) in der Nä-
he des größeren Abschnittes des Kegels
angeordnet ist, und wobei die Ausströmöff-
nung (132a) im Diffusorteil (120) in der Nä-
he des kleineren Abschnittes des Kegels
angeordnet ist;
wobei das Einströmrohr (133) und die Ein-
lassöffnung (133a) in einer L-Form verbun-
den sind, wobei das Austrittsrohr (132) und
die Austrittsöffnung (132a) in einer L-Form
verbunden sind, und wobei die Einlassöff-
nung (133a) und die Austrittsöffnung (132a)
stromabwärts ausgerichtet sind, so dass
der Teil der Luftprobe (SA), der in das Ein-
strömrohr (133) durch die Einlassöffnung
(133a) geführt wird, die Strömungsrichtung
mit Bezugnahme auf die Hauptströmungs-
richtung (C) im Diffusorteil (120) verändern
muss.

2. Rauchdetektor (101), der aufweist:

ein Rauchmeldeteil (102) mit einer Einströmöff-
nung (133c) und einer Ausströmöffnung (132c);
ein Luftströmungsrohr (P), das mit einem in ei-
nem Überwachungsraum angeordneten Probe-
nahmerohr verbunden ist, und in das eine Luft-
probe (SA) von einem Lüfter (103) angesaugt
wird;
einen mit der Einströmöffnung (133c) stromauf-
wärts verbundenen Luftfilter (105), ein Ein-
strömrohr (133) und eine Einlassöffnung (133a),
die einen Teil der Luftprobe (SA) in das Ein-
strömrohr (133) zuführt;
ein mit der Ausströmöffnung (132c) stromab-
wärts verbundenes Austrittsrohr (132) und eine
Austrittsöffnung (132a), die die aus der Aus-
strömöffnung (132c) ausgetretene Luft zum
Luftströmungsrohr (P) zurückführt;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

das Luftströmungsrohr (P) mit einer Öff-
nung (136) versehen ist, die das Luftströ-
mungsrohr (P) in einen stromaufwärts ge-
legenen Teil und einen stromabwärts gele-
genen Teil unterteilt, wobei die Einlassöff-
nung (133a) im Luftströmungsrohr (P)
stromaufwärts von der Öffnung (36) ange-
ordnet ist, und wobei die Austrittsöffnung
(132a) im Luftströmungsrohr (P) stromab-
wärts von der Öffnung (36) angeordnet ist;
wobei das Einströmrohr (133) und die Ein-
lassöffnung (133a) in einer L-Form verbun-
den sind, wobei das Austrittsrohr (132) und
die Austrittsöffnung (132a) in einer L-Form
verbunden sind, und wobei die Einlassöff-
nung (133a) und die Austrittsöffnung (132a)
stromabwärts ausgerichtet sind, so dass
der Teil der Luftprobe (SA), der in das Ein-
strömrohr (133) durch die Einlassöffnung
(133a) geführt wird, die Strömungsrichtung
mit Bezugnahme auf die Hauptströmungs-
richtung (C) im Luftströmungsrohr (P) ver-
ändern muss.

3. Rauchdetektor nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei dem die
Einlassöffnung (133a) in der gleichen Strömungs-
richtung (C) der Luftprobe (SA) im Bereich von 0 bis
45° ausgerichtet ist.

Revendications

1. Détecteur de fumée (101), comprenant :

une partie détection de fumée (102) présentant
un orifice d’entrée (133c) et un orifice de sortie
(132c) ;
un conduit d’air (P) couplé avec un conduit
d’échantillonnage agencé dans un espace de
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surveillance, et dans lequel de l’air d’échantillon-
nage (SA) est aspiré par un ventilateur (103) ;
relié en amont à l’orifice d’entrée (133c) se trou-
ve un filtre à air (105), un conduit d’entrée (133),
et un orifice d’admission (133a), qui fait parvenir
une partie de l’air d’échantillonnage (SA) dans
le conduit d’entrée (133) ;
relié en aval à l’orifice de sortie (132c) se trouve
un conduit d’évacuation (132) et un orifice d’éva-
cuation (132a), qui renvoient l’air évacué de l’ori-
fice de sortie (132c) vers le conduit d’air (P) ;
caractérisé en ce que :

le conduit d’air (P) comprend une partie dif-
fuseur (120) formant un cône qui s’élargit
vers le côté aval, l’orifice d’admission
(133a) est agencé dans la partie diffuseur
(120) à proximité de la plus grande section
du cône ; l’orifice de sortie (132a) est agen-
cé dans la partie diffuseur (120) à proximité
de la plus petite section du cône ;
le conduit d’entrée (133) et l’orifice d’admis-
sion (133a) sont reliés en forme de L, le con-
duit d’évacuation (132) et l’orifice d’évacua-
tion (132a) sont reliés en forme de L, et l’ori-
fice d’admission (133a) et l’orifice d’évacua-
tion (132a) sont dirigés vers l’aval de sorte
que la partie de l’air d’échantillonnage (SA)
parvenue dans le conduit d’entrée (133) par
l’orifice d’admission (133a) doit changer de
direction d’écoulement par rapport à la di-
rection d’écoulement (C) principale dans la
partie diffuseur (120).

2. Détecteur de fumée (101), comprenant :

une partie détection de fumée (102) présentant
un orifice d’entrée (133c) et un orifice de sortie
(132c) ;
un conduit d’air (P) couplé avec un conduit
d’échantillonnage agencé dans un espace de
surveillance, et dans lequel de l’air d’échantillon-
nage (SA) est aspiré par un ventilateur (103) ;
relié en amont à l’orifice d’entrée (133c) se trou-
ve un filtre à air (105), un conduit d’entrée (133)
et un orifice d’admission (133a), qui fait parvenir
une partie de l’air d’échantillonnage (SA) dans
le conduit d’entrée (133) ;
relié en aval à l’orifice de sortie (132c) se trouve
un conduit d’évacuation (132) et un orifice d’éva-
cuation (132a), qui renvoie l’air évacué de l’ori-
fice de sortie (132c) vers le conduit d’air (P) ;
caractérisé en ce que :

le conduit d’air (P) est muni d’un orifice (136)
qui scinde le conduit d’air (P) en une partie
amont et une partie aval, l’orifice d’admis-
sion (133a) étant agencé dans le conduit

d’air (P) en amont de l’orifice (36) et l’orifice
d’évacuation (132a) étant agencé dans le
conduit d’air (P) en aval de l’orifice (36) ;
le conduit d’entrée (133) et l’orifice d’admis-
sion (133a) sont reliés en forme de L, le con-
duit d’évacuation (132) et l’orifice d’évacua-
tion (132a) sont reliés en forme de L, et l’ori-
fice d’admission (133a) et l’orifice d’évacua-
tion (132a) sont dirigés vers l’amont de sorte
que la partie de l’air d’échantillonnage (SA)
parvenue dans le conduit d’entrée (133) par
l’orifice d’admission (133a) doit changer de
direction d’écoulement par rapport à la di-
rection d’écoulement (C) principale dans le
conduit d’air (P).

3. Détecteur de fumée selon la revendication 1 ou 2,
dans lequel l’orifice d’admission (133a) est orienté
dans la même direction d’écoulement (C) que l’air
d’échantillonnage (SA) avec une plage de 0 à 45°.
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